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Take 30 min before mixing with VSX to listen to some known references in all 
speakers and rooms. Once you’re acclimated with all speakers start mixing.

DO NOT use the DAW Insert Bypass for VSX. Only use the Level Match Bypass.    
Using the DAW Insert Bypass will result in a significant level jump, because the 
VSX speaker modeling adds dynamic range. The Level Match Bypass will be 
a similar level to the speaker models, PLUS, it defaults to the HD-Linear       
Headphone model, a perfectly flat and clean reference! 

Always use a final limiter on your master bus 
before VSX to ensure your levels are not clipping.

Always use the headphones and software together for the best result. 
The headphones are designed to be the ultimate blank canvas for the software. 
Use the Level Match Bypass whenever bypassasing. 
This engages the HD-Linear emulation, 
giving you flattest reference possible.       
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Regular headphones only offer 
discrete left and right isolated 
speakers that sit directly on your 
ears, which makes the auditory 
image appear to be inside your head. 
When you pan left and right, 
standard headphones deliver audio 
to the extreme left and right 
of your head.

Speakers in real rooms operate much 
differently. Because both of your 
ears hear the left and right speakers 
simultaneously, you hear a natural 
crosstalk which creates a more 
lifelike phantom center image. 
Furthermore, the auditory image of 
speakers places the sound 
in front of you, making it more 
natural to identify mix elements. 
When panning left and right, 
the image stays in front of you, but 
on the left or right side. Last, the 
sound of audio coming out of the 
speaker drivers combined with the 
slight resonances of real rooms 
makes it easier to hear compression 
and equalization.

But the problem with real speakers 
and real rooms is that if the 
speaker response is not flat, 
as well as full bandwidth from 20Hz 
to 20khz, then what you hear from 
the speakers is not accurate and 
mixes will not translate properly 
to the outside world. 

BPM gives you perfect recreations of 
perfectly tuned, flat speakers in 
numerous environments. It also 
provides a perfect flat headphone 
model, and other models of popular 
industry headphones. Gone are the 
days of exporting your mix to check it 
in your car. With VSX you can      ref-
erence the mix in two cars without 
leaving your DAW. 

The VSX plugin uses Binaural Perception Modeling (BPM) 
to precisely reproduce the 3D sound of speakers in 
famous mixing studios, mastering rooms, cars, 
boomboxes, nightclubs, audiophile listening rooms, 
as well as models of industry-standard headphones. 

Introduction

WITH VSX, 
YOU CAN TRUST THAT 
YOUR MIX WILL SOUND GREAT 
ON EVERY SYSTEM.  
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The VSX system starts with a reference-quality closed-back 
beryllium driver headphone that delivers your audio in ultra-HD. 

For supreme low-frequency response, our patent-pending 
Acoustic Ported Subsonics™ (APS) harnesses typically unused 
harness air pressure and reproduce low-end frequencies with 

extreme detail. With VSX, you’ll notice details of your mix
you wouldn’t normally hear on other systems.
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The APS technology means that 
the sub lows are actually semi-open, 
while the mid and high frequencies 
are closed. This state-of-the-art design 
creates the most linear sound with 
precise transient detail and 
jaw-dropping sub lows. It also ensures 
that the headphones are quiet like a 
typical closed back, so you can re-
cord with VSX without worrying about 
bleed. 

We also added custom analog 
tuning circuitry that flattens the 

upper midrange of the signal 
to ensure that the raw response 

of the headphone is the perfect blank 
canvas for the room emulations. 

The audiophile Litz Slimline no-tangle 
cable is so minimal that you’ll almost 
feel like the headphones are wireless. 

This audiophile wire relays your music 
in perfect linearity and features 

24K gold plated-connectors. 

Acoustic Ported Subsonics Table of Contents



1. Featherweight Exoskeleton - Designed from lightweight materials for hours of comfortable mixing. 2. Ultra-HD Beryllium Drivers - Allow you to hear extreme details of your mix not 
possible with the drivers used in most other headphones. 3. Custom Analog Tuning Circuitry – Optimizes the signal for emulations, with audiophile-quality analog components.
4. Super-Flex Headband - Provides maximum comfort with dual-zone padding, high-grade collagen leather, and lightweight design. 5. Acoustic Ported Subsonics™ (APS) - Harness-
es typically unused air pressure to deliver the most authentic sub-low frequencies available in headphones. 6. Dual-Zone Collagen Leather Ear Cushions - Provide phase accuracy 
and comfort for long mix sessions.  7. Slimline Audiophile Cable - 2-meter low-profile cable made from premium Litz wiring delivers audio with less noise, improved reliability, and tan-
gle-free handling. 8. 24K Gold-Plated Connectors - Provide consistent low-resistance connectivity to prevent signal degradation.

Hear The Truth.
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Welcome to your new mix mission control. With the click of 
a button, you have instant access to two legendary pro studios, 
a Grammy-Award winner’s mastering room, two different cars, 
a famous LA nightclub, one of the world’s most expensive 
audiophile listening rooms, a classic reference boombox, 
and even other popular mixing and consumer headphones. 

VSX Software
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Locate the passcode slip 
included in your VSX box and go to 
https://stevenslateaudio.com/
vsx-download

Log in to your Steven Slate Audio 
account, or create a new account. 

For New Users – Follow the prompts 
to create a new account. 
A verification email will be sent to 
your inbox. Click the confirmation 
button, then click the “Verify My 
Account” button. Then, log into
your new account.
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Enter the code located on either 
the passcode slip, box sticker, 
or the inside of the headphones.

If you haven’t already linked your 
iLok account to your Steven Slate 
Audio account, follow the orange 
prompt at the top. If you don’t 
have an iLok account, 
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Enter your iLok account user ID, which 
you can find on the left-hand side of the 
iLok License Manager after logging in 
and paste it into the Account User ID 
field in your Steven Slate Audio 
account. 

Note. If the email address used for your 
Steven Slate Audio account and your 
iLok account are different, you will 
receive an email with a verification 
code. Copy the code and paste it into 
the verification code field. 

Once your Steven Slate Audio and iLok 
accounts have been linked, open the 
iLok License Manager to activate your 
VSX license. Enter your iLok account 
user ID and password, then hit sign in. 

5
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Under the Available tab, you’ll see the 
VSX license. Just move the license over 
to either your computer or iLok dongle 
if you have one.Then hit OK. 

Now that your VSX license is activat-
ed, install the VSX software. Go back 
to your Steven Slate Audio account and 
from the products view, select VSX. 

7
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Download the Steven Slate Audio 
Center installer for your 
operating system

a. For Mac users, double-click to open 
the file, and drag the Steven Slate Audio 
Center into your Applications folder.

b. For Windows users, double-click to 
run the installer. Agree to the terms and 
select the user you want to install for. 
After the installation is finished, 
click the Finish button. 

Now, open the Steven Slate Audio 
Center and log in using the email 
address and password for your Steven 
Slate Audio account. Then click Sign In. 
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Click on the VSX product. Next, click 
the red Install button. Make sure your 
DAW is closed and hit OK. Then, agree 
to the User License Agreement. 

Note. The install time will depend on 
your internet speed. For offline 
installers, please contact our
support team. 

After the install is finished, 
click Exit App. 

Software Setup
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Open your DAW and insert the VSX on 
the master bus. The VSX plugin can 
be found in your DAW plugin list under 
“Steven Slate”.

Software Setup
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Software Controls
1. Mode - Most rooms have different speaker selections or “Modes”. Use these buttons to switch between the different speakers or room settings. 2. Fave-5 - Have a favorite room and 
speaker mode? Save up to five of your favorite spaces to the dashboard for faster access. For instance, if the Archon Midfields are one of your favorites, you can save it to your Fave-5 
for faster comparisons. Learn more about using Fave-5 here. 3. Browse Rooms – Click the “BROWSE ROOMS” button to view all of the mixing environments included in VSX. Just se-
lect the environment you want to mix in and hear the plugin instantly take you there. This lets you quickly move between all environments before deciding what speaker mode you want 
to use. Once you’ve found your ideal environment, just double-click or select “BACK TO HOME” to go back to the main room view.
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Software Controls
4. Level Match Bypass/ HD-Linear Headphone Model - * IMPORTANT * When bypassing the VSX plugin, always use the level match bypass button to prevent a massive jump in gain 
when bypassing. VSX’s speaker models add dynamic range due to the natural room resonances, meaning the models will be lower RMS than the bypassed plugin. The level matched by-
pass allows you to compare the virtual spaces to the dry mix without a massive level jump. When you enable Level Match Bypass, the VSX HD-Linear emulation is automatically applied 
to provide the most neutral mixing environment possible for A/Bing. VSX HD-Linear gives you a perfectly flat headphone that allows you to hear your mix in it’s truest, most authentic 
form. To gain or attenuate the level of your level match bypassed audio, use the knob to the left of the level match bypass button. To reset the knob to its default value, double-click or Alt 
+ Left Click.
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Software Controls
5. Output EQ - Customize the output with a five-band shelving EQ. This is an optional feature if you want to customize your overall room tone with adjusted frequencies. For instance, if 
you prefer brighter speakers overall, you can add some top end to all the models. Or, if you’re doing club music and really want to exaggerate the lows, you can add more lows with the 
output room EQ low shelf. Adjustable bands include two custom shape bells at 45 Hz and 280 Hz as well as bells at 850 Hz and 3.5kHz. For the top, we added a custom shape hi-shelf at 
8.8kHz. All bands provide +/- 8dB. 6. VSX Logo - Clicking the Slate VSX logo will show the latest plugin version so you can easily see when an update is available as well as the develop-
ment credits. 7. Settings - By default, VSX is automatically bypassed on export. Click the cogwheel to reveal the enable/disable button to change the auto-bypass on export setting. 
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Software Controls
8. Output Level - This is your output gain. This knob lets you change the VSX processed level. On export, your mix will stay at its pre-VSX processed levels, whether or not you bypass                    
before exporting. This knob allows for -18dB to +12 dB adjustments. 9. Room Name Display - This displays the environment currently selected. 10. Depth Control - This controls the 
amount of the 3D psychoacoustic binaural effect. Turning it to the left makes the audio slightly more dry, and also appear closer to your virtual mix position. Turning it to the right will 
push the audio further back, and will also increase the room tone.
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1.    VSX is intended to be the very last plugin 
on your master bus. If you have other plugins 
on your master, place VSX as the final plugin 
in the chain.

2. After opening your DAW, the VSX plugin will be 
available under the Steven Slate Audio folder.

3. When using studio monitors along with VSX, 
be sure to set up your effect chain so that VSX 
is not applied to your monitors. 

VSX Tips
Table of Contents



Advanced 
Routing 
Techniques

 Pro Tools  
 Get the free template
 Click here to learn how
 
    Digital Performer 
 Get the free template
 Click here to learn how

     
     Ableton 
 Get the free template
 Click here to learn how

 Logic 
 Get the free template
 Click here to learn how
     
    Studio One 
 Get the free template
 Click here to learn how

     
     Luna 
 Get the free template
 Click here to learn how
 
     Cubase  
     Click here to learn how 

 
     Reaper  
     Click here to learn how
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This famous Hollywood Studio has been home to countless artists and albums, from Beyoncé to Billy Joel. We modeled the three speakers in Studio C, the mix room. First, a classic 
pair of emulated Yamaha NS10’s with a DynAudio sub. While not known as the prettiest sounding speaker, they will tell you very quickly if something is wrong in your mix. 
Next, the midfield is a precise recreation of the ATC SCM25, which is rich, hi-fi, balanced, and fun to listen to. Last, we modeled NRG’s iconic Oceanway HR3.5 farfield with extra sub. 
This main sounds deep, punchy, big, and smooth. This mix room has a subtle but still noticeable room tone. 

NRG Studio

Speaker Models
Nearfield: Emulates: Yamaha NS10
Midfield: Emulates:  ATC SCM25
Farfield: Emulates:  Oceanway HR3.5
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This studio is one of the most distinguished privately owned studios in the world. Owner/Producer Aris Archontis spared no expense to make this the perfect mix environment. 
You’ll notice it is quite a bit drier and contains less room tone than NRG’s mixing room. The Archon nearfield has a great sounding Amphion system with a subwoofer, which we 
modeled down to the slightest detail. The midfield is a reproduction of the ATC SCM150 and sounds insanely detailed and flat. Finally, the farfields model Pelonis dual concentric 
speaker. They are deep, punchy, and really fun to mix on.

Archon Studio

Speaker Models
Nearfield: Emulates: Amphion One15
Midfield: Emulates: ATC SCM150
Farfield: Emulates: Pelonis Signature 215AW
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Howie’s list of mastered albums reads like a who’s who of legendary artists. Now you can polish your mix in his private mixing room, 
complete with precise emulations of his PMC mastering speakers. They are very balanced, extremely clear, and have the famous PMC 
ultra-detailed high end and will show you the most minute details of your mix. They are set back as a fairfield, so you’ll hear some nice 
distance and depth to these speakers. 

Fact: Howie Weinberg is an avid 
Yankees fan. Legend has it that 
the hat helps improve the 
acoustics of the room.

Howie Weinberg Mastering

Speaker Models
Farfield: Emulates: PMC MB2S
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Find out in seconds if your mix passes the car test with this electric car’s incredible sound system. Cars are the ultimate “mix check” reference because of their extended lows 
and highs. If there’s a problem with your mix, this system will let you know thanks to it’s incredibly revealing hi-fi sound system. Both car captures have 360 modeled sound, 
so it’ll appear as if some of the sounds are coming from behind you. This electric car has one of the most hi-fi sounding car stereos we’ve ever heard. You’ll get lots of punchy lows, 
clear mids, and smooth highs. 

Electric Car

Speaker Models
Emulates: Tesla included sound system
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The electric car was so hi-fi that we decided that we wanted one more car system that was a bit more typical. This SUV system fit the bill perfectly with its huge lows, scooped mids, 
and shimmery highs. While not the most flattering sound, especially when coming from the studio speakers, this car system will unapologetically let you know if your mix needs work 
or if the balances are off. 

Luxury SUV

Speaker Models
Emulates: Mercedes included sound system
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So many producers are making music that ends up being played on large club sound systems, so this reference will be extremely useful, especially for checking how the extreme 
sub-lows will translate. We modeled this famous Hollywood Nightclub towards the DJ booth, and towards the back, so you can reference your mix in two unique and useful locations. 
This room is essential if you’re balancing low-end in Hip-Hop and EDM. 

LA Nightclub

Speaker Models
Emulates: Funktion-One Res 3 sound system
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Get ready for a seriously revealing room. This $80,000 audiophile listening room is one of the nicest sounding environments we’ve ever heard and now, it’s yours to mix in. 
Featuring a custom DynAudio Munro C4 hi-fi system emulation, this room has a beautiful room depth and space. You’ll hear ultra-clear highs and flattering mids, 
and punchy lows, making it great for final listens and mix checks.

Audiophile Listening Room

Speaker Models
Farfield: Emulates: DynAudio Munro C4 with custom amps
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Mix on the same boombox legendary engineers have used for over three decades. We modeled this classic Sony boombox from two-feet away, 
the ideal distance to hear if your mix is balanced. This is essential to hear how the low end translates on small devices like phones or laptops.

Boombox

Speaker Models
Emulates: Sony ZS-PS50
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Emulates: Sennheiser HD 650s: This emulation is so precise, that now you can 
record and mix using open-back headphones without bleed ruining your recordings. 
Known for their relatively neutral response, they have a smooth top and midrange 
with a slightly subdued bottom end.

Emulates: Beyerdynamic 770 80-ohm: Emulates Beyerdynamic 770 80-ohm: This 
modern-day classic headphone emulation captures the bright characteristics and has 
a nice sizzle without being overly harsh. They’re quite revealing once you get used to 
them and offer a different perspective on your mix. Now you can have even more 
headphones without taking up extra space.

SA-650 SA-770 80-ohm
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Emulates: Beyerdynamic 770 250-ohm:  These reproduce the sound of the 250-ohm 
versions of the classic 770s. They are brighter and more scooped sounding than their 
80-ohm sibling. A/B test your mix using the 80 and 250-ohm versions to lock down 
fine details of your mix. 

Emulates: Audio-Technica ATH-M50x Miss your old pair of M50s? Now you can add 
these popular entry-level headphones to your studio with this precise emulation. 
These cans are great to mix on and in many cases, they can help you 
fix some mistakes.

SA-770 250-ohm SA-M50
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Emulates: Apple Earbuds and Airpods:  These two headphones are the most popular listening references in the world, so it’s important to 
check your mix on them! They have a classic mid-forward sound with punchy low end. The “Wireless” version has slightly more extended low end.

SA-PODS
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VSX HD-Linear gives you a headphone tone that’s so flat, you’ll hear your mix in it’s truest, most authentic form. Since the VSX headphones are designed to be 
the ultimate blank canvas for the software, we designed this brutally honest emulation as both a mixing option and the default setting whenever you use the
Level Match Bypass feature. Whenever you bypass the VSX plugin, the VSX HD-Linear software kicks in to ensure you have an accurate reference, every time.  

VSX HD Linear: The Perfect Reference.
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